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Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem said he
understood the motives of the outgoing premier
declining to form the next Cabinet, a step that he

should be commended for to clear his name in the
court of law. Ghanem said HH the Amir will start new
consultations to appoint a new premier either today or
tomorrow.

Opposition MP Riyadh Al-Adasani said the move by
Sheikh Jaber is a step in the right direction which
should be praised, especially after the issues that have
been raised and following grillings submitted against
him. He called on the new prime minister to form a
strong Cabinet that is capable of fulfilling the aspira-
tions of the people and which has a comprehensive
reform program.

Amir removes top
ministers; PM...
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The Basij militia, a volunteer force loyal to the estab-
lishment, also reported looting. Its commander
Brigadier General Gholamreza Soleimani accused Iran’s
arch-enemy the United States of instigating the unrest
and said “America’s plot failed”, according to semi-offi-
cial news agency ISNA. Demonstrations broke out on
Friday after it was announced the price of petrol would
be raised by 50 percent for the first 60 liters and 200
percent for any extra fuel after that each month.

Iran’s economy has been battered since May last
year when President Donald Trump unilaterally with-
drew the US from a 2015 nuclear agreement and reim-
posed crippling sanctions. The authorities say they
have arrested more than 200 people and restricted
Internet access. Netblocks, a website that monitors net
shutdowns, tweeted: “40 hours after #Iran implement-
ed a near-total internet shutdown, connectivity to the
outside world remains at just 5% of ordinary levels”.

Government spokesman Ali Rabiei said the situation
was “calmer” yesterday. He said there were still “some
minor issues” but predicted that “tomorrow and the day
after we won’t have any issues with regard to riots”,
without elaborating. “There have been gatherings in
some cities, in some provinces.” Pressed to give figures
on casualties in the unrest, he said: “What I can tell you
today is that gatherings are about 80 percent less than
the previous day.”

The situation on the streets has been unclear largely
due to the internet outage that has stemmed the flow of
videos shared on social media of protests or associated
acts of violence. The US on Sunday condemned Iran for
using “lethal force”. “The United States supports the
Iranian people in their peaceful protests against the
regime that is supposed to lead them,” said White
House press secretary Stephanie Grisham. 

Iran slammed US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
after he tweeted “the United States is with you”

Saturday in response to the demonstrations. The for-
eign ministry said it was reacting to Pompeo’s “expres-
sion of support... for a group of rioters in some cities of
Iran and condemned such support and interventionist
remarks”. “The dignified people of Iran know well that
such hypocritical remarks do not carry any honest
sympathy,” said its spokesman Abbas Mousavi. “It’s
curious that the sympathizing is being done with the
people who are under the pressure of America’s eco-
nomic terrorism,” he said, referring to sanctions.

Germany called yesterday for dialogue between the
government and “legitimate” protesters in Iran. France,
for its part, reiterated its support for the right to peace-
ful demonstration and voiced regret for the death of
“several” protesters. Iran announced the decision to
impose petrol price hikes and rationing at midnight
Thursday-Friday, saying the move was aimed at helping
the needy with cash handouts.

The plan agreed by a council made up of the presi-
dent, parliament speaker and judiciary chief comes at a
sensitive time ahead of February parliamentary elec-
tions. It won support on Sunday from Iran’s supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. Khamenei blamed
“hooligans” for damaging property and said “all the
centers of the world’s wickedness against us have
cheered” the unrest.

President Hassan Rouhani on Sunday defended the
petrol price hike whose proceeds are to be used to make
welfare payments to 60 million Iranians. But he also
warned that Iran could not allow “insecurity”. “Protesting
is the people’s right, but protesting is different from riot-
ing. We should not allow insecurity in the society.”

The intelligence ministry said it has identified those
behind the unrest and that measures would be taken
against them. Forty people have been arrested in the
central city of Yazd and another 180 in the southern
province of Khuzestan, according to Iranian news
agencies. The Revolutionary Guards arrested 150
protest “leaders” in Alborz province, said Tasnim news
agency, adding they had confessed to having “received
money” to torch buildings. In a statement carried yes-
terday by state news agency IRNA, the Guards warned
that if necessary it will “confront decisively... the con-
tinuation of any insecurity and actions disrupting peo-
ple’s peace and calm”. —- AFP 

Iran ‘calmer’ 
despite riots...
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commercial use. But data watchdog the
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) seized on
the case. It opened an investigation and expressed
concern about the increasing use of facial recognition,
which allows for faces captured on camera to be com-
pared with images stored to databases.

The Kings Cross case is not isolated, with shopping
centers in Manchester and Sheffield, and a museum in
Liverpool, also reportedly trialing the technology.
Privacy group Big Brother Watch has denounced the
trend as an “epidemic”, with other critics warning it
risks undermining fundamental rights.

Ed Bridges, 36, has sued Welsh police for target-
ing him with this technology while he was Christmas
shopping in 2017 and at a protest in 2018, with his
case working its way through the High Court in
Cardiff. This is the first time that such action has
been brought in British courts. Although the police
use was authorized and advertised, the Cardiff
University employee told AFP it felt like “being
robbed”. “This is not something I had consented to,”
Bridges said. “People have a reasonable expectation
of privacy and the state should be supporting the
right... not undermining it.”

Megan Goulding, his lawyer from the human rights
organization Liberty, said facial recognition creates
concerns about “self-censorship and free expression”.
“We think it’s wrong that people are made to change
how they live to try to protect themselves from
unwarranted police surveillance,” she added. However,
according to a survey commissioned by ICO earlier
this year, facial recognition enjoys widespread public
support, with more than 80 percent of respondents
apparently backing its use by the police.

When using facial recognition police utilize a
“watch list” of wanted suspects. The surveillance cam-
eras translate the facial features of passers-by into a
digital version, which is compared to the data on the
list. If the “similarity score” is high enough, police per-
form a check. In Bridges’ case, the Cardiff court dis-
missed his complaint, finding the watchlist was “clear-
ly targeted” on people “suspected of involvement in
crimes”.

He is appealing the decision and UK Information
Commissioner Elizabeth Denham has warned it should
not justify indiscriminate use of the technology. She has
called on the authorities to “slow down” its development
pending the rollout of a clear framework for its use.

London is a potential hotspot for the deployment of
facial recognition, with its 420,000 surveillance cam-
eras, according to a 2017 study by the Brookings

Institution think-tank. That places the British capital
just behind the 470,000 cameras found in China’s
capital, Beijing. London’s Metropolitan Police has car-
ried out a number of trials of the technology. “Anyone
can refuse to be scanned,” the force states in its guid-
ance posted online. “It’s not an offence or considered
‘obstruction’ to actively avoid being scanned.” 

But Daragh Murray, a human rights specialist at
the University of Essex, is skeptical. “People who
refused consent, who covered their face to (avoid) the
camera’s system, their behavior was treated as suspi-
cious and they were engaged by the police,” he told
AFP. Murray called the technology “a fundamental
shift in the balance of power between the state and
the citizen”. Echoing ICO, he is pressing for a legal
framework, including an oversight agency. “We have
seen the first generation of facial recognition technol-
ogy when you’re using it to identify people who
already know,” Murray said. “The next generation,
you’ll be able to use it to identify people who you
don’t know.”  — AFP 

Facial recognition 
making subtle...

LONDON: People walk past a CCTV camera operating on
Oxford Street on Aug 16, 2019. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: Reports yesterday on a trove of leaked
Iranian intelligence documents drove home the depth of
its influence in Iraq, where anti-government protesters
have accused Tehran of meddling and overreach. The New
York Times and online publication The Intercept reported
that the hundreds of documents from Iran’s ministry of
intelligence and security painted a rich picture of Iran’s
clout in Iraq.

Among the revelations, they said, was how Iran had
recruited former CIA informants after the United States
pulled out its troops in 2011, leaving the assets “jobless
and destitute” and ready to share their knowledge. And
in one meeting between military intelligence officers
from both countries, the Iraqi side had reportedly sig-
naled to Iran: “All of the Iraqi Army’s intelligence - con-
sider it yours.”

Iraq has had close but complex ties with its large east-
ern neighbor, whose sway among Iraqi political and mili-
tary actors grew vastly after the US-led invasion of 2003.
The new reports served to confirm the sentiment of pro-
testers across Baghdad and the Shiite-majority south who
oppose the current government and its backers in Iran. 

“Iran is intervening in our country,” one demonstrator
told AFP. “But we, the people, are the decision makers.”
The demonstrator, a veiled Iraqi woman in her sixties,
also greeted the fact that Iran had been hit by its own
wave of protests since Friday, triggered by a sharp rise in
petrol prices. “The spark that started in Iraq has reached
Iran,” she said.

The New York Times and The Intercept said they had
verified around 700 pages of reports written mainly in
2014 and 2015, received from an anonymous source.
The source had said they wanted to “let the world know
what Iran is doing in my country Iraq”. The media out-
lets said the leaked documents “offer a detailed portrait
of just how aggressively Tehran has worked to embed
itself into Iraqi affairs, and of the unique role of General
(Qasem) Soleimani”.

Soleimani, the head of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard
Corps’ elite Quds Force, is Tehran’s point man on Iraq and
travels there frequently during times of political turmoil. As
Iraq faces its largest and deadliest protests in decades,
Soleimani has chaired meetings in Iraq in recent weeks. As
a result of those talks, sources have told AFP, Iraq’s rival
political parties have agreed to close rank around their
embattled prime minister. 

In one of the Iranian leaks, Adel Abdel Mahdi is
described as having had a “special relationship” with
Tehran when he was Iraq’s oil minister in 2014.  The prime
minister’s office told AFP it had “no comment” for the time
being on the report. 

Iran and Iraq fought a devastating war from 1980 to
1988 and were ferocious foes under dictator Saddam
Hussein. Many Iraqi dissidents under the Saddam regime
sheltered in Iran but returned to political life in Baghdad
following the brutal ruler’s ouster in 2003. Iran has there-
fore enjoyed close ties with the new generation of Iraqi
politicians and has helped train military actors including in
the Hashed al-Shaabi paramilitary network. It is also a
major trading partner, selling crucial electricity and natural
gas to supplement Iraq’s gutted power sector as well as
goods ranging from fruit to carpets and cars.

Iran has used wide-ranging intelligence operations to
maintain that deep influence, the NYT and The Intercept
reported. Its major goals were to “keep Iraq from falling
apart and prevent the emergence of an independent
Kurdistan, among other strategic aims”. The “greater
focus,” the NYT report said, was “on maintaining Iraq as a
client state of Iran and making sure that political factions
loyal to Tehran remain in power”.

Iran’s outsized influence has come under fire from pro-
testers who accuse it of propping up a corrupt and ineffi-
cient system they want to bring down. Crowds again hit
the streets, and schools and government offices remained
shut, in Iraq’s southern hotspots of Kut, Najaf, Diwaniyah
and Nasiriyah yesterday. Protesters also burnt car tyres

and blocked roads leading to oil fields south of the port
city of Basra.

In Baghdad, crowds again swelled in Tahrir
(Liberation) Square, and on the nearby Al-Sinek and Al-
Ahrar (Free Men) bridges, said an AFP correspondent.
Security forces set up cement barriers around the central
bank building, several kilometers away, to protect it from

attacks, said a police source. Across Tahrir, demonstra-
tors expressed solidarity with what they saw as a new
sister protest movement in Iran. “Today, the Iranian peo-
ple are just like the Iraqis,” 55-year-old protester
Abdulhadi told AFP. “Both are demanding their stolen
rights and (mobilizing) against the rule of our neighbor
and against corrupt leaders.” — AFP 

Iran spy agency leaks reveal 
vast sway in protest-hit Iraq 

NAJAF, Iraq: A masked Iraqi protester flashes victory signs as he stands before burning tyres at a roadblock in this
central holy shrine city yesterday. — AFP 

MIREPOIX-SUR-TARN, France: A 15-year-
old girl died and a truck driver was missing after a
suspension bridge over a river in southwest France
collapsed yesterday, reigniting a debate over infra-
structure safety in the wake of last year’s disaster
in Genoa. A truck and a car plunged into the Tarn
river after the bridge between the towns of
Mirepoix-sur-Tarn and Bessieres, 30 km north of
Toulouse, gave way. 

The bridge collapsed from the suspension
cables and crashed into the waters of the Tarn,
where only a small portion was left exposed above

the river. The girl was travelling in the car with her
mother, who was plucked from the water by
bystanders, Toulouse public prosecutor
Dominique Alzeari said. Five people, including two
rescue workers and some local people who tried
to save the victims, were seriously injured, accord-
ing to the region’s security department.

Over 60 rescue workers, including divers, were
searching for the driver of the truck and also
checking whether any other vehicles were on the
bridge at the time of the accident. The bonnet of
the sunken car could be seen sticking out of the
water as helicopters circled overhead. The author-
ities had earlier said that a van might also have
fallen into the river and that “several” people might
be missing. But Alzeari said “that does not appear
to be the case.”

An investigation into the cause of the collapse
was under way. The environment ministry said that
recent inspections of the bridge had “shown no
security defects”. The council of the local Haute-
Garonne area said the bridge, which dated to 1931
and had been renovated in 2003, underwent a

“thorough” inspection in 2017 showing “no struc-
tural problem”. A visual inspection of the 155-m
structure, some 6.5 m wide, confirmed that con-
clusion in 2018, the environment ministry said.

Mirepoix-sur-Tarn mayor Eric Oget described
it as a “very important crossing point” for people
going to work in the regional capital Toulouse on
the other side of the river. Many pedestrians used
the bridge, he said, describing its collapse as a
“real trauma” for the local population. Audrey
Laujac, a 36-year-old woman who lives 100 m
from the scene of the accident, told AFP her son
had just taken the school bus across the bridge
before it collapsed. “We never imagined that the
bridge might collapse,” she said, her voice choked
with emotion.

Oget said articulated lorries were not allowed
onto the bridge but that some had nonetheless
been seen crossing over in the past. Police yester-
day searched the premises of the drilling company
that owned the truck to try to establish whether it
was within the 19-tonne load limit allowed on the
bridge. — AFP

Girl dies, truck 
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MIREPOIX-SUR-TARN, France: Rescuers sail near a suspension bridge which col-
lapsed yesterday. — AFP 


